The data and the analyses presented in this manuscript can be found under <https://figshare.com/s/2d97ad68b6ec3801314c> and <https://github.com/daanvanes/implicit_explicit_SA> respectively.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Successful interaction with the environment requires that motor actions precisely reach their intended targets. This poses a particularly challenging problem to the organism as conditions both within the body (e.g. waning or gaining of strength) and in the outside world (e.g. wind direction) are in constant flux. The problem is solved by ongoing calibration processes, referred to as motor adaptation. Studying the mechanisms involved in this continuous learning process is achieved by systematically influencing feedback to movements, such as saccades. Saccade adaptation can be induced by displacing the saccade target either closer to (leading to a decrease in saccade gain during adaptation) or further away from (leading to an increase in saccade gain) initial fixation during the executing of the saccade \[[@pone.0203248.ref001]\].

When saccades are evoked by sudden-onset peripheral stimuli, they are relatively fast and commonly referred to as reactive \[[@pone.0203248.ref002]\]. Alternatively, when saccades depend on behavioral goals they are relatively slow and often termed voluntary \[[@pone.0203248.ref003]\]. The adaptation of these types of saccades is thought to depend on different mechanisms \[[@pone.0203248.ref003]\]. The first evidence for this comes from findings of asymmetrical transfer of adaptation between saccade types \[[@pone.0203248.ref004]--[@pone.0203248.ref006]\]. Additionally, it was shown that voluntary and reactive saccades can be adapted simultaneously in different directions \[[@pone.0203248.ref007]\] and that adaptation of voluntary but not reactive saccades transferred to hand pointing motions \[[@pone.0203248.ref008]\].

The difference between reactive and scanning saccades can be well viewed as a differential cognitive involvement \[[@pone.0203248.ref009]\]. Although the exact functional link between attention and saccades remains elusive, different models of attention suggest a close relation \[[@pone.0203248.ref010]--[@pone.0203248.ref012]\]. Voluntary saccades especially demand the selective enhancement and suppression of visual information. In addition, voluntary saccades require the active maintenance of internalized stimulus-response rules in working memory. Indeed, voluntary saccade performance degrades with increasing working memory load \[[@pone.0203248.ref013]\], and depends on individual differences in working memory capacity \[[@pone.0203248.ref014]\].

Saccadic adaptation already occurs within the first few perturbation trials and continues throughout an experimental block. This learning also carries over to subsequent learning blocks, producing savings (i.e. quicker relearning), interference (i.e. slower learning of opposing adaptation) and spontaneous recovery (i.e. rebound of previous learning after forgetting \[[@pone.0203248.ref015],[@pone.0203248.ref016]\]). These and other phenomena of motor learning can be well accounted for by a dual-state model of adaptation \[[@pone.0203248.ref017],[@pone.0203248.ref018]\]. This model posits that learning is driven (1) by a fast process that learns and forgets quickly and (2) by a slow process that learns and forgets slowly. Recent studies have suggested that the fast process reflects the explicit and voluntary effort to actively counteract the perturbation (i.e. \'one-shot\' learning), whereas the slow process reflects implicit and automatic learning \[[@pone.0203248.ref019],[@pone.0203248.ref020]\]. In parallel to the distinction between reactive and voluntary saccades, it has been suggested that the difference between implicit and explicit learning can also be well understood in terms of differential cognitive involvement \[[@pone.0203248.ref021],[@pone.0203248.ref022]\]. Specifically, it was shown that working memory capacity correlates with explicit and not implicit learning performance (in motor sequence learning \[[@pone.0203248.ref023]\], and in visuomotor adaptation \[[@pone.0203248.ref024]\]). In addition, it was shown that an interfering attentional task reduced the overall amount of learning during visuomotor adaptation \[[@pone.0203248.ref025]\], especially early during learning \[[@pone.0203248.ref026]\].

Together, the studies described above show that the difference between implicit and explicit learning on the one hand and between reactive and scanning saccades on the other hand can both be understood in terms of differential cognitive involvement. This raises the question to what extent implicit and explicit learning contribute to the adaptation of reactive and voluntary saccades. On the one hand, it is possible that the type of learning is contingent upon the mechanisms involved in saccade execution. This predicts that reactive saccade adaptation is driven predominantly by implicit, and voluntary saccade adaptation by explicit learning. On the other hand, and according to cognitive load theories of learning \[[@pone.0203248.ref027],[@pone.0203248.ref028]\], the increased load associated with voluntary compared to reactive saccades could reduce remaining capacity required for explicit learning. This predicts the reverse relation where reactive saccade adaptation is driven predominantly by explicit, and voluntary saccade adaptation by implicit learning. In the present study, we aim to resolve these divergent predictions.

Another factor that potentially contributes to differential fast and slow learning is whether saccade amplitude is increased or decreased. After gain-down but not gain-up adaptation, saccade velocity and duration differ from unadapted saccades of equal amplitude. This has led to the suggestion that gain-down adaptation is driven by mid-flight corrections in the forward model, while gain-up adaptation is achieved by target remapping \[[@pone.0203248.ref029]\]. Such target remapping was shown to learn and forget slowly, while adaptions of the forward model learn and forget fast \[[@pone.0203248.ref030]\]. This implies that gain-down compared to gain-up adaptation should be driven more by the fast process.

Finally, awareness of the target displacement might additionally contribute to increased fast or slow learning and forgetting. From the viewpoint of error assignment \[[@pone.0203248.ref029]\], increased displacement awareness should cause errors for retinal error to be assigned to target motion. This in turn should lead to adaptation based on target remapping, and therefore to slow learning and forgetting \[[@pone.0203248.ref029]\]. From the viewpoint of explicit and implicit learning \[[@pone.0203248.ref019],[@pone.0203248.ref020]\], increased displacement awareness should lead to increased explicit, and therefore fast learning and forgetting. These theoretical frameworks thus predict diverging relations between displacement awareness and fast and slow process contributions.

To test these hypotheses, we employed a global saccadic gain adaptation paradigm. This procedure induces strong adaptation that generalizes to all saccade directions \[[@pone.0203248.ref031]\]. During the execution of the saccade, the target was displaced either further away from (gain-up adaptation) or closer to (gain-down adaptation) previous fixation. Saccades were either elicited exogenously by a peripheral cue (reactive saccades), or endogenously by means of an internalized instruction to move to one of multiple targets (scanning saccades, a type of voluntary saccade). The path traveled across saccades was kept constant between the different saccade conditions. We assessed contributions of implicit and explicit learning as the gain of the slow and fast state respectively, as derived from the dual-state model of adaptation \[[@pone.0203248.ref017]\]. In addition, we assessed awareness of the target displacement on each trial using a 'seen' or 'unseen' judgement.

Materials and methods {#sec002}
=====================

Participants {#sec003}
------------

Twelve participants (5 female) participated in this study. All participants gave written informed consent for participation. The study was approved by the ethical committee of the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam.

Apparatus {#sec004}
---------

Stimuli were presented on a CRT monitor with a resolution of 1024x768 at a vertical refresh rate of 120Hz. Eye movements were recorded at 1000 Hz using an Eyelink 1000 Tower Mount (SR Research, Osgoode, Ontario, Canada). A 9-point calibration procedure was run before the start of each experimental condition. All light sources were eliminated in the experimentation room in order to minimize visual references. To eliminate remaining visible screen edges, we placed a red filter over the screen, only allowing red to pass through (+/- \> 650 nm; Lee Filters color \#787 \'Marius Red\'). All stimuli were consequently presented using only the red CRT channel. Thus, participants were in complete darkness and only viewed red stimuli.

Task {#sec005}
----

Participants followed a square target (0.5x0.5 dva) around the screen along a clockwise hexagonal path, as depicted in [Fig 1A](#pone.0203248.g001){ref-type="fig"}. Participants started each block fixating at the central and lower position. On all trials in all conditions, the currently fixated target flashed for 150 ms to indicate the eye movement instruction. In the reactive saccade condition the current fixation target extinguished and immediately appeared in the next location along the hexagonal, provoking a peripheral visual transient. In the scanning saccade condition all possible locations along the hexagonal were always present on the screen, meaning there were no peripheral visual transients before the saccade. Importantly, in both saccade conditions participants completed identical saccade paths. The only difference was the number of presented targets (i.e. only one or all). This ensured that in the reactive saccade conditions subjects could simply follow the target around the screen, whereas in the scanning saccade conditions participants had to actively select one of multiple targets and plan a saccade to it. As soon as the initial saccade was detected by experimental software, the target(s) displaced either 3.3 dva further along the saccade trajectory (gain-up adaptation), or 2.5 dva back in the opposite direction of the saccade trajectory (gain-down adaptation). These differential absolute displacement magnitudes ensured equal relative gains (7.5/10 ≈ 10/13.3). Thus, in the reactive saccade condition only the single target was displaced, whereas in the scanning condition all targets displaced simultaneously.

![Experimental design.\
(A) Participants made saccades to targets around a clockwise hexagonal path. In the reactive saccade condition, a single target sequentially jumped along the corners of the hexagonal. Subjects were instructed to simply follow the target. In the scanning saccade condition, all targets were always presented and subjects were instructed to saccade to the next clockwise target when the currently fixated target flashed. During the saccade, targets jumped either further away from (gain-up) or closer to (gain-down) previous fixation. Participants sat in full darkness and all stimuli were filled red squares. Note that dotted outline and different appearance of squares are for illustrative purposes only. (B) The experiment was made up of an initial baseline block, two adaptation blocks and a final baseline block. All participants completed two experimental sessions per saccade type, switching the adaptation block orders between gain-up and gain-down.](pone.0203248.g001){#pone.0203248.g001}

To ensure unpredictability of the saccade target onset time, the fixation interval was randomly selected from an exponential distribution with minimum of 250 ms and mean of 550 ms. Subsequently, the currently fixated target flashed (150 ms) after which polling for saccades started (using threshold of 1.5 dva; maximally 2750 ms). As soon as the saccade was detected, the saccade target was displaced.

To asses awareness of the target displacement, participants indicated on each trial whether they perceived the target displacement. For this, the square saccade target turned into a triangle that pointed either left- or rightwards, 500 ms after saccade target displacement. Participants were instructed to press in the direction of the triangle to report the displacement as \'seen\' and in the opposite direction to indicate \'unseen\'. The response window ended as soon as a response was given or when 2000 ms passed. No feedback was provided.

Procedure {#sec006}
---------

Each experimental condition was made up of four blocks (see [Fig 1B](#pone.0203248.g001){ref-type="fig"}). In the first and last baseline blocks of 48 trials no target displacements took place to establish baseline measurements of saccade parameters. The second and third blocks contained 96 trials of either gain-up or gain-down adaptation. During the course of an adaptation block, participants learned the regularity in the target displacement and gradually adapted the gain of their initial saccade to land closer to the post-displacement location. In total, there were four experimental sessions (i.e. full factorial design with factors saccade type \[reactive/scanning\] and adaptation direction order \[up-down/down-up\]). Each experimental session lasted approximately 10 minutes. Before the first experimental session, participants practiced a shortened version of the experiment (6 saccades per block). This allowed them to estimate expected jump magnitude to judge as \'seen\' or \'unseen\' and to practice with the task procedure in general. We took several precautions to ensure that lingering adaptation between different sessions \[[@pone.0203248.ref032]\] would not influence our results. First, the different experimental sessions were separated by at least 2 hours. Second, the order of the four conditions were randomized on the factor of saccade type, yielding 12 possible orders (4!/2) each assigned to a different participant. Third, the first block recorded baseline saccade gain. We report adaptation gain relative to this baseline measure.

Data analysis {#sec007}
-------------

### Saccade amplitude definition {#sec008}

Eyetracking data were preprocessed using the hedfpy package (<https://github.com/tknapen/hedfpy>). Offline saccade detection was performed using the Engbert and Mergenthaler algorithm \[[@pone.0203248.ref033]\]. The preprocessed data and the analyses presented in this manuscript can be found under <https://figshare.com/s/2d97ad68b6ec3801314c> and <https://github.com/daanvanes/implicit_explicit_SA> respectively. Saccade amplitudes were converted to \'gain\' by dividing them by the median saccade amplitude from the first baseline block, for each of the 6 hexagonal directions separately. Trials were rejected when (1) it included a blink, (2) saccade amplitude was below 3 dva or more than 3 two-sided median absolute deviations in that block and (3) saccade start point deviated more than 1.5 dva from the pre-saccadic target.

### Exponential fits to second block {#sec009}

In order to quantify the timescale of adaptation in the first adaptation block we fitted exponentials of the form: $$fit = \left( {1 - \alpha} \right) \bullet \left( {e^{- t\beta} - 1} \right) + 1$$ where *α* and *β* reflect a gain and timescale parameter respectively and *t* reflects trial number. This form of the exponential equation ensures that it starts at 1 and approaches (1 − *α*) at infinite *t*. Including the gain parameter (*α*) ensures that the estimate of the timescale (*β*) is unaffected by overall adaptation magnitude. Estimates for the reliability of parameters in this function were found by using a 10^5^ fold bootstrap procedure. Within each fold of this procedure, the exponential function was fitted using least-squares to average data of a particular condition across a random sample of participants with replacement (cf. [Fig 4A and 4B](#pone.0203248.g004){ref-type="fig"}). In order to retrieve differences between conditions, exponential functions were fitted to all relevant conditions within each fold, ensuring paired comparisons between bootstrap samples of participants (cf. [Fig 4C](#pone.0203248.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Resulting p-values were calculated as the ratio of parameter difference estimates that fell below versus above 0, multiplied by 2 (i.e. two-tailed tests).

### Fast and slow process contribution {#sec010}

In order to determine the fast and slow process contributions to reactive and scanning saccade adaptation, we fitted the multi-rate model \[[@pone.0203248.ref017]\] to the data. We set learning and retention parameters to the values established in the original study (fast learn = .21, fast retention = .59, slow learn = .02 and slow retention = .992), and varied gain parameters that scaled the contribution of each process. We fixed the learning and retention parameters in order to maximize stability of our parameters of interest (i.e. the gain parameters). Thus, adaptation was given by the following: $${state}_{fast}^{(i)} = \alpha_{fast} \bullet \varepsilon^{(i)} + \beta_{fast} \bullet {state}_{fast}^{({i - 1})}$$ $${state}_{slow}^{(i)} = \alpha_{slow} \bullet \varepsilon^{(i)} + \beta_{slow} \bullet {state}_{slow}^{({i - 1})}$$ $$adaptation = \gamma_{fast} \bullet {state}_{fast} + \gamma_{slow} \bullet {state}_{slow}$$ where *α*, *β*, *γ*, *ϵ* and *i* refer to learning rate, retention rate, process gain, saccade error and trial index respectively.

We also fitted the model using freely varying learning and forgetting parameters. This yielded similar results, although parameter estimates were less stable. This is likely caused by the fact that parameter estimates trade off in the fitting procedure. This interaction between model parameters is illustrated by the following. When learning is relatively strong and forgetting relatively weak, this results in greater overall learning. Similarly, increasing the gain parameter while keeping the learning and forgetting rates equal also results in greater overall learning. Although this latter approach fixes the shape of the individual slow and fast processes, it does allow for the shape of overall learning to vary as a result of differential weighing of the fast and slow processes. As we are specifically interested in the shape of the overall learning curve and not in the shape of either the fast or slow processes alone, we opted to fix the learning and forgetting parameters in order to maximize the stability of the gain parameters. Future studies interested in differences in the shape of fast and slow learning could include error-clamp trials, where visual error is eliminated by displacing the saccade target to the saccade endpoint \[[@pone.0203248.ref018]\].

Results {#sec011}
=======

First, we verified whether we successfully evoked reactive and voluntary saccades by investigating their relative latencies. Reactive saccade latency is usually around 200 ms, whereas voluntary saccade latency commonly exceeds 250 ms \[[@pone.0203248.ref003]\]. Our results indeed showed that reactive compared to scanning saccades were faster (193 vs. 307 ms; see [Fig 2](#pone.0203248.g002){ref-type="fig"}; F~(1,11)~ = 34.348, p = 1.092 \* 10^−4^, *η*^2^*p* = .833). In addition, saccade latency was not different for gain-up vs. gain down adaptation (F~(1,11)~ = 1.010, p = .337, *η*^2^*p* = .007), nor was there an interaction between saccade type and adaptation direction (F~(1,11)~ = 0.292, p = .600, *η*^2^*p* = .003)).

![Saccade latencies.\
Saccade latencies in the second block of each saccade adaptation condition show that scanning saccades are slower than reactive saccades.](pone.0203248.g002){#pone.0203248.g002}

[Fig 3](#pone.0203248.g003){ref-type="fig"} shows saccade amplitude across trials and highlights several features. First, and in correspondence with the literature, it shows stronger gain-down compared to gain-up adaptation \[[@pone.0203248.ref034]--[@pone.0203248.ref037]\]. In addition, it shows that adaptation of scanning and reactive saccades is of comparable magnitude. Second, it suggests that reactive saccade adaptation reaches maximal adaptation early in the block, whereas scanning saccade adaptation continues more strongly throughout the block. Finally, adaptation seems to change more strongly between blocks 2 and 3 in the reactive compared to the scanning saccade conditions.

![Saccade adaptation time-courses for the different conditions.\
Saccade amplitude across trials for the different saccade conditions (reactive and scanning) and for the different orders of gain direction blocks (down-up or up-down). Saccade amplitude is depicted as the ratio to median saccade amplitude in the first block (per saccade direction, see [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}) and shown as running average over 6 saccades (the hexagonal period). Shaded areas correspond to 95% CI over participants.](pone.0203248.g003){#pone.0203248.g003}

To quantify these observations, we first analyzed the timescale of adaptation. [Fig 4](#pone.0203248.g004){ref-type="fig"} shows an exponential function fitted to the data from the second block (i.e. the first adaptation block), both for gain-up and gain-down adaptation. Indeed, the timescale of this exponential was slower for scanning compared to reactive saccades, both in the gain-down (p = .007) and gain-up (p = .006) blocks ([Fig 4A and 4B](#pone.0203248.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, we tested whether adaptation changed more between the second and the third block. The magnitude of such a sudden change indicates the combination of two processes: (1) the speed of forgetting of adaptation of the previous block and (2) the speed of learning at the beginning of the new block. Confirming the visual intuition described above, we find greater changes in adaptation state between the second and third block in the reactive compared to the scanning condition, for both gain-direction reversals (quantified as the mean gain over the last and first 6 trials of each block; down-up t~(11)~ = 2.892, p = .015, Cohen\'s d = 0.872, up-down t~(10)~ = -3.099, p = .011, Cohen\'s d = -0.980, see [Fig 4D](#pone.0203248.g004){ref-type="fig"}; note that one subject was not included in this latter analysis as he/she did not happen to have any valid saccades in the trials analyzed; see [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"} for saccade exclusion criteria). This implies that the speed of forgetting and/or the speed of learning is faster in reactive compared to scanning saccades. Together, these results show that reactive compared to scanning saccade adaptation occurs at a faster timescale.

![Indications for fast and slow process contributions.\
(A) Exponential functions fitted to the first adaptation block of each condition. (B) Bootstrapped distribution of the timescale parameter across participants, for the different conditions. (C) Difference in this timescale between reactive and scanning for both gain direction conditions. This shows that reactive compared to scanning saccade adaptation occurs at a faster rate. (D) Changes in saccade gain between the average of the last 6 saccades of the second block and the average of the first 6 saccades of the third block. Results are shown for both gain direction reversals (up-to-down and down-to-up) for both reactive and scanning saccades, and for the difference between these saccade types. This shows that when adapting reactive compared to scanning saccades, adaptation changes more quickly from one to another gain-change situation.](pone.0203248.g004){#pone.0203248.g004}

We next investigated whether the faster timescale observed above can be explained in terms of dual state decomposition into a fast and slow process \[[@pone.0203248.ref017]\]. For these analyses, we focused on data from the second block (i.e. first adaptation block). [Fig 5](#pone.0203248.g005){ref-type="fig"} shows the fitted slow and fast processes to the data. Visual inspection of this figure suggests that the slow process contributes more to overall adaptation in scanning compared to reactive saccades.

![Dual-rate model fits to gain-up and gain-down adapted reactive and scanning saccades.\
Fitted fast (blue) and slow (black) processes to overall adaptation (green when gain-down and red when gain-up) to data from the second block. Shaded areas around model fits represent the 95% CI over participants. Underlying shaded data area indicates 95% CI over participants of moving average over six trials (as in [Fig 3](#pone.0203248.g003){ref-type="fig"}).](pone.0203248.g005){#pone.0203248.g005}

The gains of both processes are summarized in [Fig 6A](#pone.0203248.g006){ref-type="fig"}. Overall process gain was roughly equal between reactive and scanning saccades (0.576 vs 0.509 respectively, main effect of condition F~(1,11)~ = 3.810, p = .077, *η*^2^*p* = .013). Adaptation gain was indeed much higher for gain down compared to gain up adaptation (0.784 vs 0.301 respectively , main effect of direction F~(1,11)~ = 40.342, p = 5.434 \* 10^−5^, *η*^2^*p* = .650). Yet, this difference was not different between reactive and scanning saccades (interaction between condition and direction, F~(1,11)~ = 1.771, p = .210, *η*^2^*p* = .008). Also, adaptation was driven more strongly by the slow compared to the fast process (0.665 vs 0.420 respectively, main effect of process F~(1,11)~ = 12.869, p = .004, *η*^2^*p* = .167). This difference was mainly driven by gain-down as opposed to gain-up adaptation (0.396 vs 0.094 respectively, interaction beween direction and process F~(1,11)~ = 6.076, p = .031, *η*^2^*p* = .063). However, this interaction could be driven by increased overall adaptation magnitude in gain-down compared to gain-up adaptation. To account for this, we calculated the ratio of slow compared to overall (fast+slow) gain and compared this ratio between gain-up and gain-down adaptation. This showed that when controlling for overall adaptation gain, there is no differential contribution of the fast and slow processes between gain-up and gain-down adaptation (p = .667). Of particular importance to the purpose of this study, the fast and slow process contributed differently to reactive and scanning saccades (interaction between condition and process, F~(1,11)~ = 10.256, p = .008, *η*^2^*p* = .114). This differential contribution of the fast and slow process to reactive and scanning saccades was not different between gain-up/gain-down adaptation (three-way interaction between condition, direction and process, F~(1,11)~ = 0.160, p = .696, *η*^2^*p* = .002).

![Quantification of dual process contribution to reactive and scanning saccades.\
(A) Comparison of process gain in both saccade type (reactive and scanning) and direction (gain-up and gain-down) blocks. (B) Contribution of slow process to overall adaptation averaged over gain-down and gain-up blocks for reactive and scanning blocks separately. This shows that reactive saccades are equally driven by the fast and slow process, whereas scanning saccades are driven mainly by the slow process. (C) Reactive minus scanning process gain averaged over gain-up and gain-down blocks for the slow and fast process separately. This shows that the slow process is stronger in scanning compared to reactive saccades, while the fast process is stronger in reactive compared to scanning saccades. Error bars depict 95% CI over participants. Individual dots and lines indicate individual participants.](pone.0203248.g006){#pone.0203248.g006}

The main purpose of this study was to establish whether the fast or slow process contributes more to both scanning and reactive saccade adaptation. In order to investigate this, we further explored the differential contribution of the fast and slow process to overall adaptation. Since this was not different between gain-up and gain-down adaptation, we averaged over both gain direction conditions. We first analyzed the ratio of slow compared to overall (slow+fast) gain ([Fig 6B](#pone.0203248.g006){ref-type="fig"}). This showed that the slow and fast process contributed equally to reactive saccade adaptation (mean slow ratio of 0.547 was not different from 0.5 with t~(11)~ = 0.857, p = .410, Cohen\'s d = 0.258), while scanning saccade adaptation was mainly driven by the slow process (mean slow ratio of 0.749 was different from 0.5 with t~(11)~ = 5.053, p = 3.705 ∙ 10^−4^, Cohen\'s d = 1.523). This differential process contribution could either be due to increased slow or decreased fast process contribution in the scanning compared to reactive saccade adaptation. To investigate this, we computed the difference in adaptation gain between the reactive and scanning conditions for both fast and the slow process ([Fig 6C](#pone.0203248.g006){ref-type="fig"}). This showed that slow process gain is 0.135 larger in scanning compared to reactive saccade adaptation (t~(11)~ = 2.265, p = .045, Cohen\'s d = 0.683). Conversely, fast process gain was 0.270 larger in the reactive compared to the scanning saccade conditions (t~(11)~ = 3.267, p = .007, Cohen\'s d = 0.985).

In sum, these results show that scanning saccade adaptation was driven relatively more by the slow compared to the fast process, whereas reactive saccade adaptation is driven equally by fast and slow process. The difference between reactive and scanning saccade adaptation is mainly due to a decreased fast process in scanning saccades, but also by a slight increase in the slow process in reactive saccades.

To gain more insight into the processes underlying adaptation, we also analyzed changes in saccadic velocity and duration (see [Fig 7](#pone.0203248.g007){ref-type="fig"}). [Fig 7A and 7B](#pone.0203248.g007){ref-type="fig"} show changes in these saccade parameters over the course of the experiment. The change in these parameters is expressed in gain relative to the baseline block, in identical fashion to the results on saccade amplitude in [Fig 3](#pone.0203248.g003){ref-type="fig"}. Visual inspection of this figure illustrates that gain-down, but not gain-up adaptation is driven mainly by changes in peak velocity, in both reactive and scanning saccades. To quantify this, we computed the median saccade amplitude, velocity and duration change over the last 16 trials in the first adaptation block ([Fig 7C](#pone.0203248.g007){ref-type="fig"}). This analysis shows that absolute saccade amplitude change was stronger in gain-down compared to gain-up adaptation (0.109 vs 0.059 respectively, main effect of direction F~(1,11)~ = 21.604, p = 7.074 ∙ 10^−4^, *η*^2^*p* = .627), but that saccade amplitude change was not different between reactive and scanning saccade adaptation (0.084 vs 0.083 respectively, main effect of condition F~(1,11)~ = 0.021, p = .888, *η*^2^*p* = 1.980 ∙ 10^−4^, interaction between condition and direction, F~(1,11)~ = 0.932, p = .355, *η*^2^*p* = .008). To test the extent to which adaptation was driven by changes in peak velocity and duration, we set up two separate ANOVAs (one for gain-up and one for gain-down adaptation) with the factors of saccade parameter (2 levels: velocity or duration) and saccade type (2 levels: reactive or scanning). This showed that peak velocity change was greater than duration change during gain-down adaptation (-0.037 vs -0.008 respectively, main effect of saccade parameter F~(1,11)~ = 31.660, p = 1.541 ∙ 10^−4^, *η*^2^*p*= .385), but not during gain-up adaptation (0.007 vs 0.011 respectively, main effect of saccade parameter F~(1,11)~ = 0.195, p = .667, *η*^2^*p* = .003). This shows that gain-down adaptation is predominantly driven by changes in peak velocity, whereas gain-up adaptation is driven equally by changes in duration and velocity. This result replicates findings from the literature \[[@pone.0203248.ref033]\], and leads to the suggestion that gain-down adaptation is mainly driven by recalibration of the forward model, whereas gain-up adaptation is mainly driven by target remapping. Importantly, saccade velocity and duration changes were not modulated by saccade type (i.e. reactive or scanning; interaction between saccade parameter and saccade type in gain-down adaptation: F~(1,11)~ = 0.167, p = .691, *η*^2^*p* = .003, in gain-up adaptation: F~(1,11)~ = 0.053, p = .822, *η*^2^*p* = 6.203 ∙ 10^−4^). This strongly implies that error assignment was not different between reactive and scanning saccade adaptation.

![Saccade duration and peak velocity changes.\
Saccade duration (A) and peak velocity (B) across trials in reactive and scanning saccade adaptation, for the two different gain direction block orders (down-up and up-down). Saccade duration and peak velocity are depicted as a ratio to the median across the first block (per saccade direction, see [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}) and shown as running average over 6 saccades (the hexagonal period). Shaded areas correspond to 95% CI over participants. (C) Median saccade amplitude, peak velocity and duration over the last 16 trials of the second bock (i.e. first adaptation block). Error bars indicate 95% CI over participants.](pone.0203248.g007){#pone.0203248.g007}

In addition to measuring eye movements, we asked subjects to report their awareness of the target displacement in a binary fashion (i.e. seen or not seen; see [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}). [Fig 8A](#pone.0203248.g008){ref-type="fig"} depicts this seen judgement throughout the experiment. First, this confirms that subjects generally did not report any displacements in the baseline blocks. Second, it shows that subjects saw the displacement most strongly at the beginning of each adaptation block, to then gradually become more invisible. To relate these findings to the results presented above, we further analyzed data from the second block (i.e. first adaptation block). [Fig 8B](#pone.0203248.g008){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the average judgements across conditions. This shows that the displacement was seen more in scanning compared to reactive saccade adaptation conditions (F~(1,11)~ = 11.954, p = .005, *η*^2^*p* = .124), and more in the gain-down compared to gain-up conditions (F~(1,11)~ = 10.204, p = .009, *η*^2^*p* = .234). There was no interaction between saccade type and gain direction (F~(1,11)~ = 0.027, p = .872, *η*^2^*p* = 2.401 ∙ 10^−4^).

![Saccade target displacement awareness.\
(A) Across participant average of binary displacement awareness (i.e. seen versus unseen) across the experiment, shown as running average over 6 saccades (the hexagonal period). Shaded areas correspond to 95% CI over participants. This verifies that a target displacement was not seen in the baseline blocks (i.e. blocks 1 and 4 colored black). In addition, it shows that target displacement was seen more often at the beginning compared to the end of an adaptation block. (B) Average displacements awareness per condition in the second block. The target displacement was perceived more often in gain-down compared to gain-up adaptation, and more often in scanning compared to reactive saccade conditions (see main text for statistics).](pone.0203248.g008){#pone.0203248.g008}

Discussion {#sec012}
==========

We studied the contributions of implicit and explicit learning (indexed by the fast and slow process \[[@pone.0203248.ref017]\]) to reactive and scanning gain-down and gain-up saccade adaptation. First, we showed that gain-up adaptation was weaker overall compared to gain-down adaptation. Second, our results showed that scanning saccade adaptation was driven more by the slow compared to the fast process, whereas reactive saccade adaptation was driven equally strongly by the fast and slow process. This was caused mainly by an increased fast process contribution but also by a decreased slow process contribution in reactive compared to scanning saccade adaptation. Third, we found no differential fast and slow process contribution to gain-down and gain-up adaptation. Fourth, we found that gain-down adaptation was driven predominantly by peak velocity changes, while gain-up adaptation was driven equally by velocity and duration changes. This effect was not different between reactive and scanning saccade adaptation. Finally, we found that the target displacement was seen more often in scanning compared to reactive saccade adaptation and more often in gain-down compared to gain-up adaptation.

The fast and slow process were recently associated with explicit and implicit learning respectively \[[@pone.0203248.ref019],[@pone.0203248.ref020]\]. Implicit learning refers to automatic learning that cannot be actively engaged or disengaged. In contrast, explicit learning refers to the voluntary and active effort to flexibly alter motor plans. This distinction shows marked similarities to the difference between reactive and scanning saccades. Specifically, implicit learning and reactive saccades are relatively automatic, whereas explicit learning and voluntary saccade generation are characterized by additional cognitive processes such as attention and working memory \[[@pone.0203248.ref009],[@pone.0203248.ref013],[@pone.0203248.ref014],[@pone.0203248.ref021]--[@pone.0203248.ref026]\]. The main aim of the present study was to elucidate the degree to which reactive and voluntary saccades are driven by implicit and explicit learning. We suggest that learning type (i.e. explicit versus implicit) could be contingent upon the mechanisms involved in the generation of the saccade. This would have predicted that reactive saccade adaptation should mainly be driven by the slow process, while scanning saccade adaptation should mainly be driven by the fast process. Alternatively, we suggest that the increased cognitive efforts associated with voluntary saccade execution could in fact curtail remaining capacity required for explicit learning \[[@pone.0203248.ref027],[@pone.0203248.ref028]\]. This would have predicted that scanning saccade adaptation would be driven less strongly by the fast process. Our results indeed agree well with this latter interpretation by showing that scanning saccade adaptation was characterized by strong slow and weak fast learning, while reactive saccade adaptation was driven equally by the slow and fast process. In addition, our results support a trade-off mechanism between explicit and implicit learning \[[@pone.0203248.ref038]\], as we found that both explicit learning was increased and implicit learning was decreased in reactive compared to scanning saccade adaptation. In sum, our results suggest that increasing cognitive load associated with saccade execution impairs explicit learning. The resulting reduction in overall learning is then relieved by increased implicit learning.

The differential cognitive involvement can also be viewed in terms of differential neural contributions. Specifically, both explicit learning \[[@pone.0203248.ref022],[@pone.0203248.ref024],[@pone.0203248.ref039]--[@pone.0203248.ref042]\], working memory and attention \[[@pone.0203248.ref043]--[@pone.0203248.ref045]\], and the generation of voluntary saccades \[[@pone.0203248.ref046]--[@pone.0203248.ref050]\] depend on contributions from a 'dorsal attention network' \[[@pone.0203248.ref045]\] of (pre)frontal-parietal regions (most notably the frontal eye fields and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex). Although the neural site of adaptation (rather than generation) of reactive and scanning saccades remains an active area of investigation \[[@pone.0203248.ref003],[@pone.0203248.ref051]--[@pone.0203248.ref054]\], a recent study suggested that the adaptation of voluntary compared to reactive saccades places larger demands on the dorsal- compared to the ventral attention network \[[@pone.0203248.ref055]\]. In sum, this suggests that the demand for cognitive resources required by both voluntary saccades and explicit learning can be viewed in terms of competition for neural resources, most likely in the dorsal attention network.

This cognitive load \[[@pone.0203248.ref027],[@pone.0203248.ref028]\] interpretation of our results is further supported by studies of healthy aging. Such studies generally find that senescence is associated with degrading cognitive performance \[[@pone.0203248.ref056]\], and disproportionate decreases in frontal lobe volume \[[@pone.0203248.ref057]--[@pone.0203248.ref059]\]. In addition, senescence is related to reductions in explicit but not implicit learning \[[@pone.0203248.ref060]--[@pone.0203248.ref066]\]. Moreover, these age-related declines in explicit learning were related to the age-related declines in cognitive performance \[[@pone.0203248.ref060],[@pone.0203248.ref067],[@pone.0203248.ref068]\]. Finally, age-related changes in voluntary saccade performance accompany age-related changes in frontal lobe maturation \[[@pone.0203248.ref069]--[@pone.0203248.ref071]\]. Together, this supports the notion that both voluntary saccades and explicit learning depend on availability of cognitive resources mediated by frontal cortex.

Another factor that may have influenced the relative contributions of the fast and slow process is that of error assignment. Retinal errors can either be attributed to a faulty forward model of the motor apparatus, or to motion of the target \[[@pone.0203248.ref030]\]. Adaptation based on the forward model should result in mid-flight changes in eye position, whereas adaptation based on target remapping results in regular saccades to a remapped position \[[@pone.0203248.ref030]\]. As gain-down but not gain-up adaptation was shown to be characterized by disproportionate reductions in velocity over duration \[[@pone.0203248.ref029]\], it was suggested that gain-down adaptation depends relatively more on adaptation of the forward model. Our data confirm this finding by showing disproportionate decreases in peak velocity over duration in gain-down but not in gain-up adaptation. Importantly however, saccade type (reactive or scanning) did not affect these differential saccade parameter changes, suggesting that error assignment was not different between reactive and scanning saccades. The issue of error assignment is particularly interesting for the present study as previous work showed that assigning credit to a faulty forward model leads to fast learning and forgetting, while assigning credit to a moved target leads to slow learning and forgetting \[[@pone.0203248.ref030]\]. Based on our findings on credit assignment, this predicts increased fast process contribution in gain-down compared to gain-up adaptation, and no differential fast and slow process contribution between reactive and scanning saccade adaptation. Yet, our results disconfirm both of these predictions, as we found (1) no differential fast and slow process contribution between gain-up and gain-down adaptation, and (2) greater relative slow contributions in voluntary compared to reactive saccades. This discrepancy is potentially explained by differences in saccade adaptation paradigms between previous work and ours. Specifically, the present study adapted saccade amplitude, whereas previous work adapted saccade direction \[[@pone.0203248.ref030]\]. Indeed, other studies investigating saccade amplitude also appear to show no clear difference in learning/forgetting speed between gain-up and gain-down adaptation \[[@pone.0203248.ref018],[@pone.0203248.ref029]\]. Future work is therefore required to better understand the conditions under which error assignment leads to differential learning and forgetting speeds. Regardless, we found no differential error assignment between reactive and scanning saccades. We therefore argue that error assignment does not affect our conclusions regarding implicit and explicit learning contributions in reactive and scanning saccade adaptation.

In addition, we suggested that increased displacement awareness could lead to errors being increasingly assignment to the motion of a target \[[@pone.0203248.ref030]\]. However, our results run counter to this notion as we found (1) increased target awareness, but no differential error assignment between scanning compared to reactive saccades and (2) increased displacements awareness in gain-down compared to gain up adaptation (in line with \[[@pone.0203248.ref072]\]). This implies that errors are in fact not assigned to a 'moved target' \[[@pone.0203248.ref029]\]. Instead, it is more likely that participants did not attribute errors to a change in the external world (i.e. a moved target), but instead to an error in their internal representation of space. This suggests that adaptation here was based on distortions of internal spatial representations, rather than by remapping target positions within those representations. This interpretation agrees well with findings of altered perceptual space after gain-up but not gain-down adaptation \[[@pone.0203248.ref073]\].

Conversely, we suggested that increased displacement awareness could also lead to increased explicit, and therefore fast learning. However, our results showed equal contributions of fast and slow learning in gain-down compared to gain-up adaptation, although displacement awareness was greater in gain-down adaptation. In addition, even though displacement awareness was greater in scanning compared to reactive saccade adaptation, we found decreased fast learning in scanning compared to reactive saccade adaptation. These results are potentially explained by a disconnect between definition of the target displacement on the one hand, and of the saccade endpoint error on the other hand. Specifically, target displacement magnitude is given by the distance between the pre-saccadic and the post-saccadic target. Yet, saccade error magnitude is given by the distance of the post-saccadic target to the saccade landing position. In other words, when a saccade lands exactly at a displaced saccadic target position (i.e. perfect adaptation), there is no saccade error but still a considerable target displacement. One the other hand, when a saccade lands some distance away from a non-displaced saccadic target, there is considerable saccadic error but no target displacement. This disconnect between target displacement and saccade error magnitude is further exacerbated by the overrepresentation of the fovea in retinotopically organized areas. In fact, while saccadic error is always relative to fixation, target displacements are differently warped by foveal magnification depending on the direction of the jump in relation to the direction of the saccade. Specifically, the retinotopic representation of a target displacement is greater when it jumps towards versus away from the fovea. This can explain why gain-down compared to gain-up adaptation resulted in greater displacement awareness. In fact, the target jumped across the fovea in gain-down adaptation, while it moved further into the periphery in gain-up adaptation. In addition, stimuli that move in opposite direction of a saccade have a higher retinal velocity than stimuli moving in the same direction of a saccade. This means that in gain-down compared to gain-up adaptation, target displacements had a higher retinal velocity. This could have made the target displacements more salient in the gain-down conditions, in turn contributing to the increased displacement awareness in this condition. Finally, the greater displacement awareness in scanning compared to reactive saccade adaptation is likely explained by the increased visual references in the scanning saccade condition induced by all targets being presented simultaneously. In sum, this can explain why target jump awareness was disconnected to explicit learning. We suggest that future studies interested in directly measuring the explicit component of saccadic adaptation should therefore gauge explicit knowledge of the saccadic endpoint error rather than awareness of the target jump.

Finally, we employed a global saccadic adaptation paradigm, as this was shown to be a more potent adaptation paradigm compared to one- or two-way adaptation protocols \[[@pone.0203248.ref031]\]. In one- and two-way adaptation, learning is specific to the adapted saccade vectors, and does not generalize to other saccade directions. In contrast, global adaptation generalizes equally to all non-adapted saccade directions, pointing to a general saccade gain changing mechanism. This global adaptation resulted in overall faster adaptation compared to vector-specific adaptation \[[@pone.0203248.ref031]\]. It is therefore possible that the overall magnitude of the fast process depends on the saccade adaptation paradigm. However, the main aim of this study was to ascertain relative differences in fast and slow process contributions between reactive and scanning saccades. We therefore argue that our conclusions regarding implicit and explicit learning are not specific to the global adaptation paradigm.

In sum, our results suggest that increasing cognitive load associated with movement execution reduces the capacity for explicit learning. In general, this suggests that increasingly simplified training environments will enhance performance particularly when little time for learning is available. Conversely, in situations that place great demands on cognitive resources, learning will be mainly based on implicit learning and thus will take time to develop.
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